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The week Paris disappoints will probably  be the end for all fashion. But despite Greta Extinction 
Rebellion's efforts and retail-driven events in London and New York , the French capital deliv-
ered, proving that couture doesn't need to suffer because of current world  issues, not even 
when  the issues are directly related to the global business of fashion 

It's retail's responsibility to confront and fix these problems: sweatshops, fast fashion's waste-
fulness, and a shocking lack of diversity are the negative results of global scale opportunism. 

Other factors tempered  the London and New York: shows— neither Vivienne Westwood or Al-
exander McQueen were in London, robbing it off some edginess, while New York was focused 
on ’experiential’ delivery models from conservative brands like Ralph Lauren and Tommy Hilfig-
ger.  

But fashion at its very best has always been about the transcendence of what’s in the news; 
couture arguably the transcendence of the practicalities of retail. Which is why people always 
turn to France—a place where style is always news and where a certain look can transcend 
whatever evil befalls us. And so it was ... 
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Dior began proceedings proper on Tuesday with 
a changement de baton from Dolce and Gabana's 
Milan show. D&G had fruitfully and 
(perhaps intentionally) parodied Destiny's Child's 
Survivor video with its nod to rainforest adventure 
(see also Junya Watanabe's Khaki theme). Dior 
borrowed some of D&G's staging for a look in-
spired by 'the environment' and 'botany'  but were 
indebted also to the horror film Midsommer. Here, 
at least, were lines that focused on the clothes 
alone.  

Character and costume were allowed precedence 
(where polemics and thematics had overshadowed 
New York and London) - proper realizations of the 
contents of designer's minds to create Hammer-
Esque fete des monstres, with the showier elements 

Only Ann Demeulemeester wrestled with the zeit-
geist: apology or defiance (?) via stripped and bared 
slims; likewise Yohji Yamamoto tugged away the bust 
and hip to make the central knot/pivot a prettier 
affirmation of a post-patriarchal world.  


